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Xenopus oocytes expressing human aquaporin-7 (AQP7) exhibit greater osmotic water
permeability and 3H-glycerol uptake vs. those expressing the bacterial glycerol facilitator
GlpF. AQP7-expressing oocytes exposed to increasing extracellular [glycerol] under
isosmolal conditions exhibit increasing swelling rates, whereas GlpF-expressing oocytes
do not swell at all. To provide a structural basis for these observed physiological
differences, we performed X-ray crystallographic structure determination of AQP7
and molecular-dynamics simulations on AQP7 and GlpF. The structure reveals AQP7
tetramers containing two monomers with 3 glycerols, and two monomers with 2
glycerols in the pore. In contrast to GlpF, no glycerol is bound at the AQP7 selectivity
filter (SF), comprising residues F74, G222, Y223, and R229. The AQP7 SF is resolved in
its closed state because F74 blocks the passage of small solutes. Molecular dynamics
simulations demonstrate that F74 undergoes large and rapid conformational changes,
allowing glycerol molecules to permeate without orientational restriction. The more
rigid GlpF imposes orientational constraints on glycerol molecules passing through the
SF. Moreover, GlpF-W48 (analogous to AQP7-F74) undergoes rare but long-lasting
conformational changes that block the pore to H2O and glycerol.

Keywords: AQP7, atomic structure, glycerol facilitator, molecular dynamics simulation, Xenopus oocytes,
osmotic water permeability, glycerol fluxes

INTRODUCTION

In humans, 13 aquaporins (AQPs) promote whole-body water homeostasis, and osmotic
balance across membranes in all major organs, blood cells, and even in organelles like
mitochondria (Borgnia et al., 1999). Aquaporin-7 (AQP7)—together with AQPs 3, 9, and 10—
belongs to the aquaglyceroporin subgroup of the AQP family based on sequence homology
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(Heymann and Engel, 1999) and permeability to H2O, glycerol
(Ishibashi et al., 1997), urea (Ishibashi et al., 1997; Litman
et al., 2009), purines, and arsenite (Borgnia et al., 1999; Liu
et al., 2002; Sohara et al., 2006, 2009; Litman et al., 2009; Geyer
et al., 2013). Various authors describe AQP7 in mouse and
rat kidney (Ishibashi et al., 2000; Nejsum et al., 2000; Nielsen
et al., 2002; Sohara et al., 2005, 2006, 2009), mouse skeletal and
cardiac muscles (Skowronski et al., 2007), human, mouse and
rat testes (Ishibashi et al., 1997; Nejsum et al., 2000; Saito et al.,
2004), mouse and rat epididymis (Nejsum et al., 2000; Hermo
et al., 2008), human, mouse and rat gastrointestinal tract (Zhu
et al., 2016), and mouse developing inner ear (Miyoshi et al.,
2017). In mouse and rat kidney, AQP7 is co-expressed with
aquaporin-1 (AQP1) on the apical membrane of the proximal
straight tubules (Ishibashi et al., 2000; Nejsum et al., 2000;
Sohara et al., 2005), where AQP7 plays a minor role in H2O
transport but a major role in glycerol reabsorption (Sohara
et al., 2005). Moreover, AQP7 is abundantly expressed in human
adipose tissue, where during lipolysis it mediates the efflux
of newly generated glycerol (Madeira et al., 2015). Absence
of AQP7 in mice leads to adipocyte glycerol accumulation,
which triggers increased triacylglycerol synthesis, leading to
obesity with severe insulin resistance (Hara-Chikuma et al., 2005;
Hibuse et al., 2005; Rodríguez et al., 2006; Lebeck, 2014). Thus,
upregulating AQP7 expression in adipocytes could be useful in
treating these maladies (Verkman, 2012; Madeira et al., 2015;
Mehanna et al., 2018).

Structurally, all AQPs share a tetrameric configuration with
each functionally independent monomer composed of six
membrane-spanning helices (H1-H6) arranged in a right-handed
helical bundle. H1-H6 and two short α-helical segments (HB
and HE), provide the framework for the internal monomeric
pore with its selectivity filter (SF), built in AQP7 from residues
F74, G222, Y223, and R229. The hallmark of AQPs is the
conserved Asn-Pro-Ala (NPA) motif present at the N-termini
of HB and HE (Murata et al., 2000). Uniquely in AQP7, the
NPA motifs are NPS/NAA, eliminating the proline-stacking
interaction characteristic of nearly all AQPs (Murata et al., 2000;
Verkman, 2012; Bienert and Chaumont, 2014). Even though
different, in AQP7 we refer to this site as the NPA constriction.

Functionally, the four independent monomeric pores in each
AQP tetramer facilitate the osmotic passage of H2O and, in some
AQPs, passive translocation of other small, uncharged solutes,
including glycerol, urea, arsenite, NH3 and H2O2 (Borgnia et al.,
1999; Heymann and Engel, 1999; Liu et al., 2002; Sohara et al.,
2006, 2009; Litman et al., 2009; Geyer et al., 2013; Bienert and
Chaumont, 2014). CO2 may also take this route in some AQPs
(Wang et al., 2007; Musa-Aziz et al., 2009; Geyer et al., 2013).

Here we use a multidisciplinary approach to compare water
and glycerol permeabilities of human AQP7 with those of its
bacterial homolog, the glycerol facilitator GlpF. Physiological
experiments on Xenopus oocytes heterologously expressing wild-
type (WT) AQP7 or GlpF reveal strikingly higher water and
glycerol permeabilities for AQP7. In our AQP7 structure, X-ray
crystallography captures AQP7 monomeric pores in a unique
closed state in which F74 and Y223 block passage of small

solutes. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations reveal a far
greater flexibility of AQP7 that explains in part its far higher H2O
and glycerol permeabilities compared to GlpF. MD simulations
reveal striking F74 conformational changes that represent
rapid interconversions from closed to open conformations. The
comparable W48 in GlpF undergoes infrequent conformational
changes that close the pore for prolonged periods, contributing
to low glycerol permeability.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cloning
We use gene synthesis to build the open reading frames (ORFs)
for human AQP7 and E. coli GlpF (Genscript). The AQP7 ORF
is cloned into the pIEX-Bac-3 for protein expression from Sf9
cells. Both AQP7 and GlpF ORFs are subcloned with a C-terminal
mycHIS tag into the pGH19 plasmid for oocyte expression. We
provide a complete description in Supplementary Material.

X-ray Crystallography
We express protein in Sf9 cells, and purified, concentrated protein
is dialyzed in 20 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.8 containing 200 mM NaCl,
2 mM β-mercaptoethanol and 0.3% decyl maltoside. Details of
crystal formation and data collection/analysis are described in
Supplementary Material.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations
We use the 3.95 Å resolution crystal structure reported
here as the structural model for all simulations described in
Supplementary Material.

Physiological Assays
For functional assays using Xenopus oocytes, we provide—in
Supplementary Material: detailed descriptions of the cRNA
synthesis and injection; solutions; animal procedures; swelling
(including Pf), uptake and surface biotinylation assays.

Statistical Analysis
For the data presented in Figures 4, 6 and Supplementary
Figure S9, we establish statistical significance by performing
unpaired-samples Welch’s t-tests to generate unadjusted p-values.
We set the familywise error rate (FWER) to α = 0.05 for an
individual test, and apply the Holm-Bonferroni (Holm, 1979)
method to control for type I errors across multiple comparisons.
For all the comparisons in the test group, we order the unadjusted
p-values from lowest to highest. For the first test, we compare
the lowest unadjusted p-value to the first adjusted α value, α/m
(where m is the number of hypotheses tested in the group). If
we reject the null hypothesis, we then compare the second-lowest
p-value to the second adjusted α value, α/m-1. If we reject the null
hypothesis yet again, we then compare the third-lowest p-value to
α/m, and so on. If at any point the unadjusted p-value is ≥ the
adjusted α, the null hypothesis is accepted and all subsequent
hypotheses in the test group are considered null.
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RESULTS

Physiology, I
Osmotic H2O Permeability in Cell-Swelling Assays
In our initial physiological studies, we determined the osmotic
water permeability (Pf) of Xenopus oocytes heterologously
expressing AQP7 or GlpF. In both cases, these were wild-type
(WT) proteins, tagged with myc-HIS. We used video microscopy
to monitor rates of osmotically induced swelling, from which we
computed Pf (Materials and Methods). We employed WT human
AQP1 as a positive control for Pf, but as a negative control for
glycerol permeability.

Figure 1A summarizes data from swelling assays on H2O-
injected controls vs. oocytes injected with cRNA encoding AQP1,
AQP7, or GlpF. After pre-incubating oocytes in a normo-osmotic
ND96 solution (195 mOsm), we transferred them to one of
three hypo-osmotic solutions (105 mOsm): ND51 (ND96 less
45 mM NaCl), HEPES-buffered NaCl (with no other solutes), or
HEPES-buffered glycerol. In each case, we video-recorded the
osmotically induced swelling for 1 min and, from the swelling
rate, computed Pf. For both AQP1 and AQP7 oocytes, Pf values
are substantially above those for H2O oocytes in all buffers. The
ND96 and NaCl data indicate that AQP7 has substantial H2O
permeability, though less than AQP1. Note that, for reasons
that will become apparent below, the apparent Pf value for
AQP7 oocytes is 55% greater with glycerol vs. NaCl as the
extracellular solute.

In contrast to AQP7 oocytes, GlpF oocytes (Figure 1A, far
right) exhibit Pf values that are not significantly different from
those of H2O-injected controls for any of the three solutions.

Cell Shrinkage/Swelling in Hyperosmotic Solutions
After the assays in Figure 1A, we re-equilibrated the oocytes
overnight in OR3 medium (195 mOsm; Musa-Aziz et al.,
2010). The next day, we again pre-incubated them in
normo-osmotic ND96 (195 mOsm) before transferring
them to one of three hyperosmolal (270 mOsm) solutions:
ND96 + mannitol, HEPES-buffered NaCl, and HEPES-
buffered glycerol. In each case, we video-recorded for 1 min,
anticipating to observe osmotically induced shrinkage in
each case.

As summarized in Figure 1B, all three hyperosmolal solutions
induce low rates of shrinkage in both H2O-injected controls
(far left group) and GlpF oocytes (far right). Note that the
shrinkage is no faster for GlpF oocytes than for H2O oocytes in
either ND96 + Mannitol (left bar of trio) or NaCl (middle bar).
Thus, under these conditions, GlpF does not display significant
H2O permeability. On the other hand, GlpF oocytes shrink
more slowly than controls in hyperosmotic glycerol (right bar
of trio). We hypothesize that this slowed shrinkage reflects a
modest uptake of glycerol by GlpF, followed by osmotically
obligated H2O uptake, presumably proceeding mainly via routes
other than GlpF.

For AQP1 oocytes, with their high Pf, all three solutions
produce a substantially faster shrinkage than for H2O-injected
controls (Figure 1B).

For AQP7 oocytes, the results are remarkable in all
three hyperosmotic solutions. Shrinkage in hyperosmotic NaCl
(middle bar) is about as fast for AQP7 as for AQP1 oocytes,
confirming a substantial Pf. Strikingly, in hyperosmotic glycerol
(right bar), AQP7 oocytes do not shrink, but swell rapidly. We
hypothesize that AQP7 mediates such a large glycerol uptake
as to create a paradoxical, inwardly directed osmotic gradient
that produces the unexpected H2O uptake. In hyperosmotic
ND96 + mannitol (essentially dimeric glycerol), the slowed
shrinkage (left bar) presumably reflects mannitol uptake, which
reduces the inwardly directed osmotic gradient.

Swelling in Normo-Osmotic, Glycerol-Containing
Solutions
In Figure 2, we assess glycerol permeability by monitoring oocyte
swelling in normo-osmotic solutions with inwardly directed
glycerol gradients of increasing magnitude. Oocytes expressing
only AQP1 (Figures 2A,B, stars) do not swell because glycerol
cannot enter via AQP1 (see Hub and de Groot, 2008 and
Supplementary Figure S1).

Oocytes expressing only AQP7 (Figure 2A, solid diamonds),
which has moderate permeabilities to both H2O and glycerol
(Figure 1 and Ishibashi et al., 1997), exhibit modest increases in
swelling rates as [glycerol]o increases. Presumably, glycerol enters
along its concentration gradient via AQP7, increases intracellular
osmolality, and draws in H2O via AQP7 as well. In stark contrast,
oocytes expressing only GlpF (Figure 2B, solid squares) exhibit
no swelling in this assay, presumably because GlpF—although
it has a small glycerol conductance—is not able to take up
substantial amounts of H2O.

Previous work with proteoliposomes co-reconstituted with
the bacterial classical aquaporin (AqpZ) and GlpF (Borgnia
and Agre, 2001) has shown that the high Pf of the classical
aquaporin AqpZ allows H2O influx to keep pace with glycerol
uptake via aquaglyceroporin. Indeed, here we find that oocytes
co-expressing AQP7 and AQP1 (Figure 2A, open diamonds)
exhibit steep increases in swelling rate with increased [glycerol]o.
Although oocytes co-expressing GlpF and AQP1 (Figure 2B,
open squares) also exhibit increasing swelling rates with
increasing [glycerol]o, the profile is only half as steep as that of
AQP7+ AQP1 (Figure 2A), and the GlpF+ AQP1 profile seems
to saturate at high [glycerol]o (Figure 2B).

To summarize the physiological data presented thus far,
AQP7 has substantial permeabilities to both H2O and glycerol,
whereas GlpF has an extremely low H2O permeability and
a modest glycerol permeability. To understand the molecular
basis of these striking differences, we obtained the structure
of AQP7, performed MD-simulations based comparisons of
AQP7 and GlpF, and then exploited these insights in further
physiological experiments.

Structural Biology
Crystal Packing and Overall Structure of AQP7
Figure 3A summarizes the features of the glycerol channel,
comprising the extracellular vestibule (EV), the closed selectivity-
filter (SF), the narrow NPA constriction, and the cytosolic
vestibule. We used an AQP5 monomer as a search model to place
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FIGURE 1 | The dependence of Pf assays on solute composition in oocytes expressing AQPs. (A) Osmotic swelling assays. Here we lower osmolality to 105 mOsm
by transferring oocytes to our ND51 solution, or HEPES-buffered solutions (pH 7.50) in which the only other solutes are NaCl or glycerol. (B) Osmotic shrinkage
assays. After the oocytes in panel (A) are re-equilibrated at 195 mOsm overnight in OR3 media, we raise osmolality to 270 mOsm by transferring them to ND96
supplemented with mannitol, or to HEPES-buffered solutions (pH 7.50) in which the only other solutes are NaCl or glycerol. Bars represent mean ± S.E.M. The
number of replicates are displayed at the base of each bar in panel (A), and are the same in panel (B). We harvested the oocytes from three frogs to perform these
experiments. Statistics are performed as described in section “Materials and Methods.” The symbol “*” denotes a significant difference compared to the H2O control
injected oocytes in the same buffer. The symbol “†” denotes a significant difference compared to both oocytes from the same cRNA injection type compared to NaCl
buffer and compared to the H2O control injected oocytes in the same buffer.

the individual AQP7 monomers using molecular replacement
techniques. Crystal packing analysis reveals 2 stacked AQP7
tetramers interfaced at the EV so that neither the N- nor
C-termini participate in crystal contacts. Despite a resolution
of 3.95 Å (Table 1) the high crystal symmetry (F4132) and
additional presence of non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS)
makes it possible, in symmetry-averaged maps, to resolve
electron-density features of many amino-acid side-chains as
indicated in Figure 3B. Specifically, the essential SF residues
(F74, Y223, and R229) are distinct (SF, Figure 3C and
Supplementary Figure S2). Further examples of well-resolved
residues are located at the cytosolic surface (R110, W109,
V107, R106). Moreover, 2Fo-Fc simulated annealing omit maps
show clear average densities consistent with glycerol in all 4
monomeric pores of AQP7. The two NCS-related AQP7 dimers
comprise two monomers with 3 glycerol molecules (Glycerols,
Figures 3A,B), and two monomers with 2 glycerol molecules
in the monomeric pore. In all 4 monomers, glycerol molecules
are resolved in the EV. Initial 4-fold symmetry averaged maps
exhibited clear electron densities for glycerol ligands at the NPA
constriction sites. However, the glycerol densities in the final
maps are of limited quality, indicating both partial disorder
and low occupancy, as documented in the PDB submission
(EV, NPS/NAA, Figure 3D and Supplementary Figure S2).
These glycerols at the NPA motif of our structure are consistent
with those observed in the high-resolution 6QZI structure. Two
monomers contain an additional glycerol molecule bound at the
cytosolic surface (CS, Figures 3A,B). In stark contrast to GlpF,
we observe no ligand electron density at the selectivity filter of
AQP7 (SF, Figure 3C).

FIGURE 2 | Normo-osmotic swelling of AQP7 and GlpF (± AQP1) expressing
oocytes. (A) Oocyte swelling rates for WT AQP7 channels expressed alone or
co-expressed with AQP1 as [glycerol]o increased in a normo-osmotic buffer.
(B) Oocyte swelling rates for WT GlpF expressed alone or co-expressed with
AQP1 as [glycerol]o in increased in a normo-osmotic buffer. All data points
represent mean ± S. E. M. These data and the number of oocytes and oocyte
preparations/cRNA injections used to generate each point are detailed in
Supplementary Tables S1–S3.

Glycerol in the Extracellular Vestibule
AQP7 displays a larger pore entrance at the EV than GlpF,
inducing a lateral shift (∼5.5 Å) in the position of the glycerol
molecule when compared to GlpF (Figure 4A). Four side
chains contribute to the constriction of the entrance in both
aquaglyceroporins (Figure 4A): Three of the pore-lining residues
adopt an inward-facing conformation in both GlpF (D130, K33,
and L32) and AQP7 (A153, V59, and M58). The fourth side chain
in GlpF (Q41) is also inward-facing. In contrast, unambiguous
model building shows the corresponding side chain in AQP7
(Y67) to adopt two distinct positions (inward, outward) for
two of the independent monomers (Figure 4A). Interestingly,
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FIGURE 3 | AQP7 Structure. (A) Van-der-Waals surface representation of the
AQP7 glycerol/water channel comprising the extracellular vestibule, the closed
selectivity-filter (SF, shaded yellow), the NPA constriction (shaded purple) and
the cytosolic vestibule. The view into the channel has been generated by
omitting half of the protein. Channel lining residues are shaded peach. (B) Side
view of one of the four AQP7 monomers, showing glycerol channel occupancy
and detailed views of the NPA (NAA/NPS arrangement) and SF region. Due to
the high symmetry (F4132) and the presence of non-crystallographic
symmetry, side-chain electron density features are resolved at near atomic
detail. Selected 2Fo-Fc maps highlight details of resolved large side chains for
(i) the cytosolic loop B residues R106, V107, W109 and R110 and (ii) three
glycerol molecules bound in the monomeric pore. (C) 2Fo-Fc map highlighting
details of the SF region residues F74, Y223, and R229. Because residue
G222 does not participate in the SF, it is not shown for clarity. (D) 2Fo-Fc map
highlighting details of the NPA region residues N226, P227, S228, N94, A95,
and A96. At early stages of refinement and model building, when we were
employing 4-fold symmetry-averaged maps, we were able to observe a clear
density, consistent with glycerol at the NPA of all 4 monomers. Thus, a
glycerol is present at the NPA, albeit at low occupancy. In contrast to GlpF, no
ligand electron density is observed at the SF. Two of the four monomers
(including the one shown here) contain an additional glycerol molecule bound
at the cytoplasmic surface (CS) region of the monomeric channel. Loop B and
glycerols in panel B are contoured at 1.5 σ, SF residues in panel C are
contoured at 2 σ, and NPA residues in panel (D) are contoured at 1.5 σ.

monomers with the inward-facing Y67 orientation house only
two glycerol molecules, whereas monomers with the outward-
facing orientation of Y67 have three glycerols.

Glycerol Is Excluded From the Selectivity Filter
Located halfway along each monomeric pore, the SF [also
known as the aromatic residue/arginine or ar/R region

(de Groot and Grubmüller, 2001)] represents the point of
narrowest constriction. This constriction has a diameter of
∼2.8 Å in AQP1 (Sui et al., 2001), but ∼3.4 Å in GlpF (Fu
et al., 2000), accommodating the larger size of the carbon
hydroxyl group of polyols such as glycerol. As noted below, the
SF of AQP7 can exist in two alternate states, one represented
by our structure, with constriction diameters of only 2.1 Å
or 2.2 Å in each monomer, and an alternate state revealed
by MD simulations, with a constriction diameter of 3.5 Å
(see Supplementary Figure S3). Similar to GlpF, where W48,
G199, F200, and the highly conserved R206 define the SF,
four residues also form this constriction in AQP7: F74, G222,
Y223, and R229 (Figure 4B). However, the central glycerol
position (G2 in GlpF; see Fu et al., 2000) is unoccupied in
our AQP7 structure (SF, Figure 3). Although H2O would
permeate through the narrow SF constriction in our AQP7
structure, the hydrophobic wedge formed by F74 and Y223 in
AQP7 cannot accommodate the larger glycerol molecule. Thus,
our structure represents a closed state for small solutes like
polyols (Figure 4B).

The NPA Constriction
One of the two glycerol molecules observed in both AQP7
(Figure 4) and GlpF structures is located at the NPA constriction
site, which exhibits a characteristic arrangement of two conserved
asparagine residues directly forming hydrogen bonds with
permeating H2O or glycerol molecules (Fu et al., 2000). In almost
all AQPs, the prolines of the two NPA motifs stack by van
der Waals interactions to form a platform for the HB and HE
half helices (Fu et al., 2000; Sui et al., 2001; Gonen and Walz,
2006). Among human AQPs, AQP7 uniquely lacks the central
proline in the first NPA motif. Furthermore, a serine replaces
the alanine in the second NPA motif, resulting in the NAA (94–
96)/NPS (226–228) arrangement. Due to these unique NPA motif
modifications, the proline stacking is replaced by a different

TABLE 1 | 6N1G data collection and refinement statistics.

Data collection Refinement

Space group F4132 Resolution (Å) 32.7 – 3.95

Cell dimensions No. reflections 18776

a = b = c (Å) 385.66 Rwork/Rfree 23.2/27.7

a = b = γ (◦) 90.00 No. atoms

Resolution (Å) 50 – 3.95 Protein 15308

Rpim 0.029(0.974)* Ligand 168

I/σI 38.77(0.94)* Water n.a.

Completeness (%) 96.7(96.0)* B-factors

Redundancy 4.5(1.3)* Protein 89.4

Ligand 99.7

Water n.a.

R.M.S deviations

Bond lengths (Å) 0.007

Bond angles (◦) 1.03

*Statistics for lowest resolution shell are shown in parentheses. The moderate
anisotropy of the dataset significantly affects the statistics for lowest shell.
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FIGURE 4 | Structures of the EV, SF and NPA regions. (A) Location EV: View
of the monomeric extracellular channel entrance of AQP7 (cyan) with a lateral
shift (5.5 Å) in the position of the resolved glycerol [center: AQP7 (red-cyan),
shifted right: GlpF (orange)]. We depict the narrowing of the entrance by
overlaying the protruding residues of GlpF (D130, K33, L32 and Q41) and
AQP7 (A153, V59, M58, and Y67). Note the inward and outward facing
conformations of Y67. (B) Location SF: Overlay of Selectivity filter (SF) region
for AQP7 and GlpF formed by two aromatic residues (Y223, F74 in AQP7),
positioned at a right angle to each other, forming a hydrophobic wedge
opposite from R229 and G222. G222 points away from the SF, and does not
participate in the restriction. We therefore omit G222 from the figure for clarity.
The glycerol molecule (transparent orange spheres) shown at this location is
only present in the GlpF SF; the AQP7 SF is unoccupied. A glycerol molecule
(orange spheres) at this location is present only in GlpF. (C) Details of the van
der Waals packing arrangement of the NAA-NPS motifs involving a slight out
of plane rotation of the NPS motif. The glycerol molecule at this location is not
displayed in this panel for clarity and because of partial disorder and low
occupancy, as documented in the PDB submission. A polar contact is
observed between S228 and S123 of Helix 2. The distance unit of the
annotated dashed lines is Å.

van der Waals packing arrangement, indicated in Figure 4C.
Although the symmetry-averaged map of the NPA region of
AQP7 is less distinct than that of the SF region (Figure 3D,
NPS/NAA), the position and orientation of relevant residues
were unambiguously determined. The overlay of GlpF NPA (68–
70)/NPA (203–205) onto AQP7 NAA (94–96)/NPS (226–228)
shows that the AQP7 NPS (226–228) motif is rotated slightly out
of plane in comparison with the overlaid P69, so that the A95-
Cβ is approximately equidistant between P69-Cβ and P69-Cγ

(Figure 4C). As result, A95-Cβ is in van der Waals distance to
both P227-Cβ and P227-Cγ of the AQP7 NPS (226–228) motif,

thereby partially compensating for the loss of the proline-proline
stacking. Nevertheless, the difference between these regions of
GlpF and AQP7 are distinct: The buried surface area of the
NPA-NPA motif in GlpF is 19.8 Å2, or 9.6% larger than that of
the NPS-NAA motif in AQP7 (Supplementary Material). An
additional structural disruption arises from the polar contact
formed between S228 (of NPS 226–228 motif; see Figure 4C) and
S123 of the adjacent Helix 2.

Molecular Dynamics
Spontaneous Binding and Permeation of Glycerol
Based on our AQP7 structure and a previously published
GlpF structure (Fu et al., 2000), we performed flooding and
umbrella-sampling MD simulations that allow an examination
at an atomic level of the permeabilities of AQP7 and GlpF
for glycerol and H2O. In addition, the simulations reveal the
key interactions during the passage of glycerol through the
monomeric pores. For each of the two aquaglyceroporins, we
performed three independent simulations (each 1,050-ns long)
on membrane-embedded models of the tetrameric form, with
200 glycerol molecules initially distributed in the aqueous phase,
creating an initial aqueous glycerol concentration ([glycerol]o)
of 625 mM (Supplementary Material). During the simulations,
glycerol molecules enter the monomeric pores, or penetrate
into the head-group region of the lipid bilayer, from both
the extracellular and cytosolic sides of the membrane. Within
the first 50 ns of the simulations, the re-distribution of
glycerol molecules establishes an equilibrium, with a [glycerol]o
of∼500 mM.

As the simulations extend, glycerol molecules continue to
enter the monomeric pores spontaneously in both AQP7 and
GlpF. Regions of high-glycerol occupancy span the extracellular
and cytosolic vestibules and the NPA constriction of AQP7
and GlpF. The SF is the only region with low glycerol
occupancy (Supplementary Figure S1). In contrast to GlpF
and AQP7, simulations of AQP1 under identical conditions
show glycerol molecules diffusing only into the extracellular
and cytosolic vestibules, but not entering the monomeric pore
(Supplementary Figure S1).

Examination of glycerol trajectories for AQP7 and GlpF
reveals that glycerol molecules enter the NPA constriction
(a major glycerol binding site for both aquaglyceroporins)
mostly by diffusing from the cytosolic vestibule (Supplementary
Figure S4). Upon unbinding from this site, the majority of
glycerol molecules diffuse back to the cytosol. Throughout the
three simulations — collectively covering 3 µs of sampling—
we count a total of 24 glycerol visits to the NPA site of AQP7,
and 59 for GlpF. These figures correspond to average visitation
rates of 2.0 ± 0.8 (AQP7) and 4.9 ± 1.5 (GlpF) per monomeric
pore per µs. The smaller number of glycerol visits to the AQP7
NPA site relates to the longer glycerol residence time in AQP7 vs
GlpF (see below).

The SF is the key bottleneck to translocation of the substrate
through the monomeric pores. During the 3 × 1-µs flooding
simulations, we observed a total of three glycerol-translocation
events across the SF of AQP7 (Supplementary Figure S4A),
and only one such event in GlpF (Supplementary Figure S4B).
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Although the number of translocation events is low, the ratio
of glycerol translocations for AQP7/GlpF is in rough agreement
with the physiological data in Figures 1, 2, which show that AQP7
is a much better glycerol channel than GlpF.

Energetics of Glycerol Partitioning Along the Pathway
We performed umbrella-sampling simulations for both AQP7
and GlpF to obtain free energy (1G) profiles of glycerol
insertion and permeation along the monomeric pores (Figure 5A
vs. Figure 5C). The SF corresponds to the section with the
highest 1G, forming a barrier of 4 kcal/mol in AQP7, and
4.5 kcal/mol in GlpF. The SF is thus the main barrier for
glycerol permeation. Notably, 1G profiles exhibit substantially
greater variability among individual monomeric pores of AQP7
than GlpF (Figure 5A vs. Figure 5C). We attribute this to
greater flexibility and movements in the AQP7 structure vs.
GlpF (see next section and Figures 5E,J–M). In addition, a local
barrier of ∼1 kcal/mol occurs in both AQP7 and in GlpF at a
relative glycerol position of about –5 Å along the monomeric
pore, just to the cytosolic side of the NPA site (Figure 5A vs.
Figure 5C). The corresponding well at the NPA constriction
of AQP7 (1G ∼= −1.5 kcal/mol) is deeper than that of GlpF
(1G ∼= + 0.5 kcal/mol). Accordingly, average glycerol residence
times near the NPA constriction are ∼350 ns for AQP7, but only
∼100 ns for GlpF.

Conformational Dynamics of Proteins and Glycerol
Molecules
Backbone RMSD values for individual amino acid residues
(<RMSDres>), averaged over all of the flooding simulations,
indicate that AQP7 is conformationally far more flexible
than GlpF. AQP7 regions with largest backbone <RMSDres>
values (> 3.5 Å) include four loops (residues 61–68, 141–153,
191–202 and 241–253), whereas corresponding GlpF regions
exhibit <RMSDres> values < 2 Å (Figure 5E). In general,
AQP7 is structurally less rigid than GlpF, exhibiting higher
RMSD values in most places, including AQP7 residues that
interact with permeating glycerol molecules. For example,
AQP7 residues near the SF and the NPA constrictions exhibit
0.1–1 Å larger <RMSDres> values than their equivalents in
GlpF (Figure 5E).

Umbrella sampling trajectory analysis reveals that the
orientation of glycerol molecules is isotropic in the aqueous
solution and in most parts of the monomeric pore. We observed
order parameter P1 = <cos θ> fluctuating around 0, where θ is
approximately the tilt angle of glycerol with respect to the pore
axis (Figure 5B; z > 12 Å and z < –8 Å). Therefore, glycerol
molecules assume an isotropic orientation in both extracellular
and cytosolic vestibules. In addition, no strong orientational
confinement for glycerol molecules is evident during their
transition through either the SF (z = 4 Å to z = 12 Å) or the
NPA region (z = –5 Å to z = + 4 Å) of AQP7 (Figure 5B). In
stark contrast, GlpF forces the glycerol molecule within the SF to
adopt a strictly parallel orientation with respect to the pore axis,
indicated by a P1 of∼1 (i.e., θ∼= 0◦; Figure 5D).

Orientational constraints relate to the conformations of
critical residues forming the SF (Hénin et al., 2008). The
equivalent residue for F74 of AQP7 (Figures 5F,G) is W48

in GlpF (Figures 5H,I). Whereas AQP7-F74 undergoes a
striking conformational change in all 3 equilibrium simulations
(Figures 5F,G,J), GlpF-W48 tends to maintain its X-ray–resolved
conformation (Figures 4B, 5H,I,L). F74 adopts the N-Cα-Cβ-Cγ

dihedral angle (χ1) ∼ –90◦ when a glycerol molecule diffuses
through the SF (Figures 5G,J), which deviates largely from χ1
∼ ± 180◦ of the X-ray structure (Figures 4B, 5F). Alignment of
AQP7 and GlpF (PDB entry 1FX8) crystal structures illustrates
that the X-ray–resolved conformation of F74 in AQP7 would
produce a steric clash between its side chain and the SF-bound
glycerol molecule in GlpF (Figure 4B). For the other aromatic SF
residue in AQP7 (Y223), χ1 fluctuates between+ 90◦ and± 180◦
independent of the position of glycerol in the pore (Figure 5K).
In contrast, both aromatic SF residues in GlpF (W48, F200)
are much more stable than F74 during glycerol permeation
(Figures 5L,M). The pore-lining arginine residues are even more
stable in both AQP7 and GlpF (data not shown).

W48 of GlpF remains in the X-ray–resolved conformation
(Figures 5H,I) except for three rare events in which its χ1 and χ2
(Cα-Cβ-Cγ-Cδ1) angles transit to ± 180◦/–120◦ and ± 180◦/60◦
(Supplementary Figure S5). These new conformations block
the pore to glycerol and H2O. The apparently irreversible
conformational transitions of W48 that we observed during
the 3 × 1-µs long simulations also suggest that high-energy
barrier(s) separate the X-ray–resolved and the newly observed
conformations. In contrast, transitions of F74 between ± 180◦
and−90◦ χ1 angles occur frequently in AQP7 (Figure 5J).

Relations Between Glycerol Occupancy and Water
Permeability
Previous MD simulations have demonstrated the H2O
permeability of GlpF to be reduced by a factor of 7.3 in the
presence of 14 mM glycerol (Chen, 2013). To explore whether
AQP7 exhibits reduced H2O permeability in the presence of
glycerol, we calculated occupancy profiles and H2O permeability
coefficients (Pd) distinguishing between glycerol-bound and
glycerol-free (apo) segments of our simulations. Pd calculated
from the 200-ns–long apo simulations is ∼0.16 cm/s for both
AQP7 and GlpF. However, Pd values calculated from 250-ns–
long simulations of glycerol-bound segments for AQP7 and
GlpF are substantially reduced to ∼0.002 cm/s (Supplementary
Figure S6A). Consistent with the calculated Pd, we observe
significant reduction of H2O occupancy within the pore of
glycerol-bound systems, particularly at the NPA site, where
the glycerol molecule is restrained by a harmonic potential
(Supplementary Figures S6A–C, S7).

Physiology, II
Effect of Mutations on Osmotic Water Permeability
We next asked how mutations to key AQP7 and GlpF residues—
those identified in the structural and MD studies—would
affect Pf and 3H-glycerol uptake by oocytes expressing these
constructs. Figure 6A summarizes the results of osmotic-
swelling experiments (Supplementary Material). For all AQP7
constructs, Pf is significantly greater than H2O-injected control
oocytes (data not shown). For AQP7-WT, the component
of total Pf less the Pf of day-matched H2O-injected control
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FIGURE 5 | Glycerol translocation along through AQP7 and GlpF. (A) Free energy (1G) profiles of glycerol partitioning along the pores of AQP7 calculated from the
umbrella sampling simulations. (B) Orientation (P1) profiles of the molecule along the AQP7 (i.e., P1 fluctuates between +1 and ∼ –1 and θ from ∼0◦ to ∼180◦).
(C,D) 1G and P1 profiles of glycerol partitioning in GlpF. The profiles along the individual pores are shown as individually colored thin lines. θ is the angle between the
vector connecting the first and last carbon atoms of the glycerol molecule and the membrane normal (approximately the pore axis). P1 is ∼ ± 1 when the orientation
of the molecule is parallel to the pore axis, and <P1> is ∼0 when it is isotropic. (E) Overall conformational dynamics of AQP7 versus GlpF characterized by
time-averaged RMSD profiles calculated over all monomeric channels and over all 3 flooding simulations for each protein. The NPA and SF regions are highlighted in
vertical purple and brown bars, respectively. Residues of helical regions involved in glycerol permeation are highlighted in horizontal green bars. (F–I) MD snapshots
depicting glycerol transition through the SF region. The SF is centered at z = ∼ 7.5 Å. F74 of AQP7 (purple) changes its conformations as the molecule transits
between the extracellular vestibule and the NPA region. It is equivalent to W48 in GlpF. Also, Y223 of AQP7 is replaced by a phenylalanine (F200) in GlpF. (J–M)
Conformations of the SF residues (F74 and Y223 of AQP7, and W48 and F200 of GlpF) as function of glycerol molecule’s position calculated from the umbrella
sampling simulation, characterized by their N-Cα-Cβ-Cγ (χ1) dihedral angles.
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FIGURE 6 | Water and glycerol permeabilities of AQP7 and GlpF. (A) Channel-dependent osmotic water permeability (Pf*) for AQP7 and GlpF constructs. Pf* for
positive control AQP1 oocytes is 2.01 ± 0.10 × 10−3 cm/s (n = 81). We harvested oocytes from three frogs to perform these experiments. (B) AQP7 or GlpF in the
surface fraction from biotinylated oocytes detected by western blot using a c-myc primary antibody. The predicted molecular weights of full-length myc-HIS tagged
AQP7 and GlpF constructs are 39.8 and 32.4 kDa, respectively. AQP7 construct bands actually run in the 10% Bis-Tris gels at ∼32.5 kDa. GlpF constructs run as a
doublet of 25 and 22 kDa. These smaller than expected bands reflect differing degrees of N-terminal truncation because the epitope for the primary antibody is at
the C-termini of all constructs. Protein bands are aligned with the corresponding Pf* bar in panel (A). AQP7 and GlpF samples are analyzed on separate blots
denoted by a frame around each blot image. Displayed to the side of each blot are the molecular weight markers (Other example blots are in Supplementary
Figure S8). (C) 10-min 3H-glycerol uptakes for AQP7 and GlpF constructs in an ND96 solution with 90 mM total [glycerol]0 replacing 45 mM NaCl. For both panels
(A,C), bars represent mean ± S.E.M. and the number of replicates is at the base of each bar, or in parentheses above the bar. † denotes Pf* for GlpF WT, which is
much smaller than AQP7 WT. ‡ in panel C denotes that uptake for both AQP7 WT and GlpF WT are significantly above the H2O control (p = 3.25 × 10−5, and
p = 0.014, respectively). Each p-value reflects comparisons of mutant to its respective WT. The symbol “*” denotes statistical significance. For statistical analyses,
see section “Materials and Methods.” We harvested oocytes from two frogs to perform these experiments.

oocytes—the channel-dependent Pf (Pf
∗)—amounts to

0.82 ± 0.07 × 10−3 cm/s (Figure 6A, blue bars), and is
not significantly different for myc-HIS tagged vs. untagged
constructs (data not shown). Both the structure (Figure 4) and
MD simulations (Figure 5) suggest that the AQP7 EV residue
Y67 as well as SF residues F74 and Y223 could affect glycerol and
possibly H2O permeation. Therefore, we mutated AQP7 residue
Y67 to A to broaden the extracellular vestibule, and mutated the
two SF residues to match their counterparts in GlpF (W48 and
F200), and vice versa for GlpF (Figure 6A). None of the single
AQP7 mutations (i.e., Y67A, F74W, Y223F) nor even the double
mutant F74W&Y223F alter Pf

∗ significantly from the value for
AQP7-WT (Figure 6A, blue bars).

Oocytes expressing GlpF-WT swell at rates slightly—but
significantly—greater than those of H2O-injected controls
(Figure 6A, green bars). Thus, Pf

∗ for GlpF-WT is only 4% as
large as for AQP7-WT. None of the GlpF→AQP7 mutations
increase Pf

∗. In fact, both GlpF-F200Y and GlpF-W48F&F200Y
reduce Pf

∗ to values indistinguishable from zero.
Surface-biotinylation experiments verify that all AQP7 and all

GlpF constructs express at the oocyte surface at similar levels
(Figure 6B and Supplementary Figure S8).

Effect of Mutations on 3H-Glycerol Uptake
Figure 6C summarizes, for AQP7 and GlpF constructs, 3H-
glycerol-uptake results obtained in a normo-osmotic ND96

solution in which we substituted 90 mM glycerol for 45 mM
NaCl. Glycerol uptake is significantly greater for AQP7-WT than
H2O-injected control oocytes (blue bars). The EV mutant AQP7-
Y67A does not achieve the expected higher glycerol permeation,
but performs at the same level as AQP7-WT. Likewise, the
two individual GlpF-like mutations to the SF of AQP7 do not
significantly change glycerol uptake vs. AQP7-WT. However,
the AQP7-F74W&Y223F double mutation lowers glycerol uptake
to be comparable with that of GlpF-WT (Figure 6C, blue
and green bars).

3H-glycerol uptake also is significantly greater in GlpF-WT
oocytes than in H2O-injected controls. It is noteworthy that
mutating GlpF residues to their AQP7 counterparts did not
increase glycerol uptake compared to GlpF-WT for any mutants
(Figure 6C). Although the differences in 3H-glycerol uptake
between the GlpF mutants and GlpF-WT generally do not reach
statistical significance at the 0.05 level, the uptake values for
the mutants are all indistinguishable from zero. Thus, it appears
that the mutations to the EV or to the SF of GlpF blocks
glycerol traffic.

Effect of Mutations on Rates of Cell Swelling in
Normo-Osmotic Solutions Containing Glycerol
Figure 7 summarizes the results of experiments like those in
Figure 2, in which we used osmotic swelling to assess glycerol
uptake. Figures 7A–C summarize the effects of mutating AQP7
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FIGURE 7 | Normo-osmotic swelling of AQP7 and GlpF (± AQP1) expressing oocytes. (A–C) Oocyte swelling rates for AQP7 mutant channels expressed alone or
co-expressed with AQP1 as [glycerol]o in increased in a normo-osmotic buffer. (D–F) Oocyte swelling rates for GlpF mutant channels expressed alone or
co-expressed with AQP1 as [glycerol]o in increased in a normo-osmotic buffer. All data points represent mean ± S. E. M. These data and the number of oocytes and
oocyte preparations/cRNA injections used to generate each point are detailed in Supplementary Tables S3, S4.

SF residues to their GlpF counterparts. AQP7-F74W ± AQP1
(Figure 7A) yields profiles not substantially different from AQP7-
WT ± AQP1 (Figure 2A). Although AQP7-Y223F alone has
a profile similar to that of AQP7-WT alone, co-expression
with AQP1 does little to steepen the profile, particularly at
high [glycerol]o (Figure 7B). The AQP7-F74W&Y223F double
mutant behaves similarly to the AQP7-Y223F single mutant
(Figure 7C). Thus, in the presence of AQP1, glycerol fluxes
via AQP7 constructs carrying the Y223F mutation saturate
at substantially lower [glycerol]o than other AQP7 constructs,
consistent with the notion that Y223F (but not F74W) limits high
(but has little effect on low) glycerol fluxes.

Figures 7D–F summarize comparable data on WT and
mutated GlpF. We find that mutations to the SF of GlpF,
alone (Figures 7D,E) or in combination (Figure 7F), abolish
glycerol permeability, in keeping with the marked decreases in
3H-glycerol uptake shown in Figure 6C.

DISCUSSION

In humans, AQP7 mRNA levels are by far highest in adipose
tissue, followed distantly by heart, small intestine, and kidney (see
human tissue atlas1). During an overnight fast, the fall in plasma-
insulin levels causes adipocytes in white adipose tissue (WAT) to

1https://www.proteinatlas.org/ENSG00000165269-AQP7/tissue

convert triacylglycerols (TAGs) to fatty acids (FAs) and glycerol.
Both products enter the circulation, FAs to provide energy
to striated muscle and liver, and glycerol for gluconeogenesis,
primarily in liver. Although AQP3, 9, 10, and 11 are also in some
adipocytes (Madeira et al., 2015; Gotfryd et al., 2018), AQP7 is the
dominant glycerol-efflux pathway from human WAT adipocytes
(Kishida et al., 2000; Miranda et al., 2010; Laforenza et al., 2013;
Iena and Lebeck, 2018), and presumably also plays a role in WAT
water homeostasis.

In addition to its role in mediating glycerol efflux from
adipocytes, AQP7 plays important roles in mediating glycerol
uptake into mammalian cells, important examples being the
uptake of this nutrient from the lumen of the small intestine
(Laforenza et al., 2005, 2010, 2016; Ricanek et al., 2015), and
glycerol reclamation from the lumen of renal proximal tubules
(Sohara et al., 2005, 2009). Thus, our work has important
implications for glycerol metabolism in health and disease
(Lebeck, 2014).

Key Results

1. Physiological experiments show that (a) AQP7 is better
than GlpF as a glycerol channel, and (b) far better as
a H2O channel. Thus, the permeability properties of
AQP7 are similar to those of the sole aquaporin—an
aquaglyceroporin—of Plasmodium falciparum (PfAQP;
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see Hansen et al., 2002; Aponte-Santamaría et al., 2010),
a malarial parasite responsible for over 1 million human
deaths annually.

2. The crystal structure of AQP7 reveals (a) the arrangement
of the NAA (94–96) and NPS (226–228) motifs that form
the NPA constriction in AQP7, where the van der Waals
packing of A95 and P227 in AQP7 replaces that of the
conserved prolines in GlpF; and (b) that residues F74 and
Y223 in the SF establish a wedge that excludes glycerol,
suggesting that our structure captures a closed state.

3. MD simulations demonstrate that (a) AQP7 is generally
more flexible than GlpF; (b) AQP7-F74 in the SF
undergoes rapid conformational changes from a closed
to an open state, allowing glycerol to move through;
(c) whereas in AQP7 glycerol passes through the SF
region with no strong orientational confinement, in
the more rigid GlpF, glycerol must adopt a parallel
orientation along the pore axis; and (d) GlpF-W48
(position equivalent to AQP7-F74) exhibits rare but long-
lasting conformational changes that prevent the passage
of either glycerol or H2O.

Structural Analysis
We present the structure (6N1G, deposited to the PDB on Nov
8, 2018) of the full-length AQP7 (the physiological condition),
crystallized in the nominal absence of glycerol. This structure
is resolved to 3.95 Å but the high crystal symmetry (F4132)
and additional presence of non-crystallographic symmetry
(NCS) makes it possible, in symmetry-averaged maps, to
resolve electron-density features of many amino-acid side-
chains to near-atomic detail (Figure 3). The well resolved
SF region reveals the closed state of the pore. Moreover,
our structure shows clear average densities consistent with
glycerol in all 4 monomeric pores of AQP7. The two NCS-
related AQP7 dimers comprise two monomers with 3 glycerol
molecules, and two monomers with 2 glycerol molecules in
the monomeric pore.

A 3.7 Å resolution structure (6KXW, deposited to the PDB
on Sept 13, 2019) of human AQP7—and reported in preliminary
form (Zhang et al., 2019)—differs from ours in several respects:

1. The protein was trypsin-digested and thus truncated.
2. The crystal (P 21 21 21) has a lower symmetry.
3. The structure shows only chains A and C at 3.7 Å

resolution, and many electron density features are
generally less defined. For example, in the SF region,
chains B and D exhibit no density for F74 and R229,
which do not appear in the model.

4. For chains A and C, where SF residue side chain densities
are present, an overlay with our structure shows that the
6KXW residue orientations are more in line with an ‘open
state’ configuration, and are clearly different from the SF
residues in our 6N1G structure.

5. Only two glycerol molecules are resolved in the 6KXW
structure, one each in chains A and C. Neither of these
glycerols in 6KXW are resolved in the same locations as
any of the ten in our 6N1G structure.

A comparison of the de Maré et al. (2019) 1.9 Å 6QZI structure
or the 2.2 Å 6QZJ structure (both of which were deposited to
the PDB on March 11, 2019) vs. our 6N1G structure reveals
that the two higher-resolution structures and ours are in general
agreement for most of the protein. However, we note several
important differences:

1. Closed vs. open state: Our 6N1G structure captures the
‘closed state’ of the SF region for glycerol permeability.
We do not see a glycerol in the SF region, as is the case
for both the GlpF and the two high-resolution AQP7
structures. The lack of a glycerol in our 6N1G structure
does not reflect a lack of high-resolution data, but rather
‘steric restriction.’ Supplementary Figure S10 shows that
all three SF residues in our closed-state structure exhibit
different orientations from the same three residues in
the open-state 1.9 Å 6QZI structure. Most notable is
the downward rotamer observed for F74 in our closed-
state structure vs. the upward F74 rotamer in the open-
state structure.

2. In each of the two NCS-related AQP7 dimers in
our 6N1G structure, one monomer has three glycerol
molecules and the other has two glycerol molecules in its
pore. In the 1.9 Å 6QZI structure, 5 glycerol molecules
are modeled in the monomeric pore, whereas in the 2.2 Å
6QZJ structure, 4 glycerol molecules are present. We offer
three possible explanations for the additional glycerol
molecules in the two higher-resolution structures: (a) The
higher resolution makes it more likely to identify glycerol
molecules. (b) In addition to the glycerol present in the
purification buffers, the higher-resolution crystals were
soaked in 20% glycerol (1.9 Å 6QZI structure) or 5%
glycerol (2.2 Å 6QZJ structure), enabling lower affinity
sites to be fully occupied by glycerol. And (c) the open-
state structures of 6QZI and 6QZJ increase the likelihood
of glycerol entry into the monomeric pore. It is important
to note that we crystalized AQP7 in the absence of
extraneous glycerol and that no glycerol was employed
during crystal freezing or data collection.

3. The protein expressed by de Maré et al. (2019) to obtain
their 6QZI and 6QZJ structures had its N- and C-termini
truncated. AQP7 lacking its termini is not physiologically
appropriate because it fails to traffic appropriately to
the plasma membrane (unpublished). However, while
we expressed full-length protein to generate our 6N1G
structure, we did not sufficiently resolve ordered densities
for the N- or C-termini in order to build these regions.

Compared to both the 1.9 Å 6QZI and the 2.2 Å 6QZJ
structures, two aspects of our presentation of the 6N1G structure
are unique:

1. Y67 adopts two distinct positions (inward and outward)
in each of the independent monomers in our structure
(Figure 4A). Chains A and B, with inward-facing
Y67 residues, contain two glycerol molecules, whereas
chains C and D, with outward-facing Y67 residues,
contain three glycerol molecules. In both high-resolution
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structures, Y67 adopts yet a different orientation (oxygen
pointing toward G218).

2. In contrast to our structure, the pore-lining M58
sidechain in the high-resolution structures points into the
pore (Figure 4A).

A rare set of exceptions to the highly conserved NPA/NPA
motifs of AQPs occurs in the aquaglyceroporins of P. falciparum
and several other Plasmodium species, where a pair of
complementary amino-acid replacements produce NLA/NPS.
AQP7 is another exception. In our structure, the interaction
area of the NAA/NPS motif is ∼10% smaller than the
interaction area of the conserved NPA/NPA motif of GlpF.
Our data on the interaction area are also in agreement with
those for the NAA/NPS motif in the 1.9 Å 6QZI structure
(de Maré et al., 2019).

MD Summary/Analysis
Our MD simulations show that, compared to GlpF, AQP7 (a)
exhibits much larger variations in 1G profiles of individual
pores—revealing significantly lower barriers at the SF region
(Figure 5A vs. Figure 5C)—and (b) is more flexible (Figure 5E).
Specifically, MD simulations reveal large and frequent F74
movements (Figures 5F,G,J) that open and close the SF, which
our crystal structure captures in a closed state (Figure 4C).
These conformational changes allow glycerol—with almost no
orientational constraints (Figure 5B)—to pass AQP7’s SF region.
In contrast, the rigid SF of GlpF reveals few movements of
W48 (Figure 5L) and forces the transiting glycerol molecule to
assume a single orientation (Figure 5D; see Hénin et al., 2008).
Consistent with this constraint is the presence of a glycerol
molecule at the SF of the GlpF—but not the AQP7—crystal
structure. The conformational flexibility of the SF in AQP7 may
thus result in greater permeabilities to both glycerol and H2O,
as we measured in our oocyte experiments (Figures 1, 2, 6,
7) accordingly, we observed three glycerol translocation events
across the SF in AQP7, but a single event in GlpF during the
3× 1-µs flooding simulations (Supplementary Figure S4).

A global comparison of the interaction network of GlpF and
AQP7 using RING 2.0 (Piovesan et al., 2016) may provide useful
qualitative information: The sum of all non-covalent interaction
energies is 1,733 kcal/mol in GlpF, but only 1,372 kcal/mol in
AQP7, with average energies per residue of 6.81 kcal/mol in GlpF,
but only 5.5 kcal/mol in AQP7—differences consistent with the
higher conformational flexibility of AQP7 compared to GlpF.

Although the above observations—centered on the greater
flexibility of AQP7 vs. GlpF—are suggestive of a higher glycerol
permeability in AQP7, we note that glycerol passage through
the monomeric pores is a slow event on the atomistic-MD
timescale. Thus, despite the extended length of the present
simulations, we cannot collect sufficient statistics from these
equilibrium simulations to make a quantitative comparison of
glycerol permeability in the two aquaglyceroporins. Nevertheless,
the rare but long-lasting conformational changes of GlpF-W48
that block the pore may also contribute to the lower glycerol and
water permeabilities of GlpF, compared to AQP7, found in our
oocyte swelling experiments.

A comparison of the MD analyses of de Maré et al. (2019) and
those in the present paper reveals several similarities:

1. The extended electron densities in the two structures
by de Maré et al. indicate that the glycerol molecule
rotates—especially in the NPA—as it permeates the pore.
Consistent with this notion, our MD analysis shows
that glycerol is subject to no orientational constraints
as it passes through the SF and along the rest of the
channel (Figure 5B).

2. The studies of both de Maré et al. and this study
show that glycerol occupancy in the pore reduces
water permeability.

3. The PMF profiles for glycerol in both studies identify two
barriers along the pathway, the first located at the SF, and
the second located below the intracellular half of the NPA.

A comparison of two sets of MD analyses reveals
several differences.

• Whereas de Maré et al. initiated their MD simulations
with the SF of their AQP7 in the “open-state,” we initiated
MD simulations with the SF of our AQP7 structure in the
“closed state.”
• Whereas at t = 0, the flooding simulations of de Maré et al.

started with 16 glycerol molecules in the bulk solution, we
started with 200.
• Whereas de Maré et al. performed simulations of water

permeation with four X-ray bound glycerols in the pore, we
restrained a single glycerol at the NPA region.

Finally, our MD analyses lead to observations that are unique
to the present study:

1. We performed MD simulations on AQP1 (a classical
aquaporin), AQP7 (an aquaglyceroporin), and GlpF (a
glyceroporin with limited water permeability).

2. We performed structural dynamics analyses of the AQP7
and glycerol molecule that revealed:

a. The AQP7 backbone is much more flexible than
GlpF (Figure 5E).

b. Glycerol orientation is unrestrained as it
transitions through the AQP7 monomeric
pore while it is tightly constrained in GlpF
(Figures 5B,D).

3. Our MD simulations reveal that F74 can alternate rapidly
between “down” (as observed our 6N1G structure) and
“up” conformations (as observed in 6QZI structures),
and that these conformational changes are important
in glycerol transition through the SF (Figure 5 and
Supplementary Figure S9).

Physiology Summary/Analysis
The most critical insight into the interaction of glycerol and H2O
fluxes comes from experiments in which we monitored oocyte
swelling/shrinking under different conditions (Figures 1, 2).
AQP7-expressing oocytes swell moderately when exposed to
hypo-osmotic solutions (Figure 2A, filled blue diamonds),
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consistent with their significant Pf (Figure 1A, filled blue and
blue-edged white bars) and 3H-glycerol uptake (Figure 6C, blue
bars). GlpF-expressing oocytes do not swell at all (Figure 2B,
green filled squares), confirming early oocyte experiments
(Ishibashi et al., 1997). When we subject AQP7-expressing
oocytes to a hyper-osmolal NaCl solution (Figure 1B, blue-
rimmed white bar), we observe a shrinkage rate similar to that
of AQP1-expressing oocytes (Figure 1B, black-rimmed white
bar), as expected from Pf measurements (Figures 1A, 6A).
Surprisingly, AQP7-expressing oocytes swell (rather than shrink)
at high rate in a hyper-osmolal glycerol solution (Figure 1B,
striped blue bar). Thus, the glycerol and H2O permeabilities of
AQP7—but not GlpF—must be so high that the glycerol influx
rapidly reverses the osmotic gradient in the extra-/intracellular
nanodomains around AQP7, drawing H2O into the cell via the
same monomeric AQP7 pores.

Co-expression with AQP1 dramatically enhances swelling,
with the effect being about twice as great in AQP7 + AQP1
vs. GlpF + AQP1 oocytes (Figure 2, open symbols). The data
of Figures 1, 2 how that, on a macroscopic time scale, AQP7
conducts large amounts of glycerol and H2O, whereas GlpF
conducts smaller amounts glycerol, which nonetheless severely
throttles H2O permeation. We speculate that AQP7 is also
permeable to the polyol mannitol, the uptake of which (along
with osmotically obligated H2O) would explain the smaller
negative swelling rate in ND96 +Mannitol vs. NaCl (Figure 1B,
blue solid bar vs. adjacent blue-rimmed white bar).

Investigators have long been intrigued by the low Pf of
GlpF, and speculated on a role of glycerol passage (de Groot
and Grubmüller, 2001). MD simulations provided the first
mechanistic details of glycerol throttling in GlpF (Chen, 2013),
predicting a 7.3 × reduction of Pf in the presence of 14 mM
glycerol. Our 200/250 ns MD simulations of apo and glycerol-
bound states yield equal Pd values of the apo states of GlpF
and AQP7 and, for both, 80 × reductions in ∼500 mM
glycerol (Supplementary Figure S6). Thus, MD simulations
predict that when glycerol is present in the pore, it obstructs
H2O permeation. For ion channels, open probability (Po)
describes the fraction of time that the channel conducts. For
H2O conduction by aquaglyceroporins, occupancy by glycerol is
analogous to (1 – Po). Regrettably, even our 3 × 1-µs flooding
simulations (Supplementary Figure S4) are far too brief to
provide statistically meaningful insight into glycerol occupancy,
arguing for greatly extended MD simulations.

In oocyte assays, we also examined the effects of swapping
residues at equivalent SF positions between AQP7 (F74 and
Y223) and GlpF (W48 and F200). AQP7 retains all/some function
with single point mutations, possibly reflecting its flexibility. The
opposite mutations leave GlpF nearly non-functional, possibly
because the relatively stiff GlpF molecule cannot accommodate
these mutations, resulting in a blocked channel.

Based on the present oocyte-swelling experiments
(Figures 1A, 6A)—and previous AQP1 studies (Musa-Aziz
et al., 2009; Geyer et al., 2013)—Pf is significantly higher
in oocytes expressing AQP1 than AQP7. Our MD analyses,
however, predict the opposite in the absence of glycerol
(Supplementary Figure S6A). We propose that glycerol, present

in the cytoplasm of virtually all cells, diffuses into the monomeric
pores of AQP7, where its occupancy slows the movement of
H2O. We cannot estimate glycerol occupancy of AQP7 because
of the unavailability of [glycerol]i data and the need to extend
our MD simulations by orders of magnitude.

Physiological Advantage of AQP7 (vs.
GlpF) in Adipocytes
The functional advantage for mammals to utilize AQP7 (high
H2O and glycerol permeability), rather than a more GlpF-
like AQP, is clearest for WAT adipocytes during lipolysis.
Epinephrine, acting via adenylyl cyclase (AC), leads to increased
activity of adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL) and hormone-
sensitive lipase (HSL), and thus the hydrolysis of triacylglycerols
(TAGs) to release 3 fatty acid (FA) molecules plus glycerol
(Sztalryd et al., 2003; Miyoshi et al., 2006; Brasaemle, 2007;
McDonough et al., 2013). Long-chain acyl-CoAs inhibit ATGL,
and FAs inhibit AC and possibly also HSL (Fain and Shepherd,
1975; Jepson and Yeaman, 1992; Nagy et al., 2014). We propose
that, early during lipolysis, the build-up of FAs and glycerol
creates an osmotic gradient that leads to H2O influx via AQP7,
thereby diluting FAs and reducing their inhibitory effects. In
the lipolytic steady state, fatty-acid transport proteins (FATPs)
and fatty acid translocase (FAT) export the FAs (Gimeno,
2007), and AQP7 exports glycerol. Finally, as lipolysis wanes,
AQP7 additionally would mediate the efflux of osmotically
obligated H2O until the adipocyte returns to its initial H2O-
electrolyte status.

In addition to abundant mRNA encoding AQP7, human
adipocytes have much lower levels of mRNA encoding AQP10
(Miranda et al., 2010; Laforenza et al., 2013). Intracellular pH
(pHi) measurements of isolated human adipocytes show that
isoproterenol not only stimulates lipolysis but also leads to a
slow, small acidification (from pHi ∼6.6 to ∼6.5 over 40 min),
presumably reflecting the release of FAs from glycerol. Based on
the recent 2.3 Å–resolution structure of human AQP10 as well
as the associated MD analyses, Gotfryd et al. (2018) identified
a histidine at position 80—located near the cytosolic mouth of
the monomeric pore—as a potential pHi sensor. They propose
that when H80 is unprotonated, the pore is obstructed and that,
in this conformation, H80 has a pKa of ∼3.6. A decrease in
pHi would protonate H80, leading to a series of conformational
changes that open the pore and also increase the pKa to 7.1.
In experiments on proteoliposomes containing reconstituted
AQP10, they show that lowering the cytosol-side pH from 7.4 to
5.5 causes the AQP10-dependent glycerol (but not water) flux to
rise. In contrast, this pH decrease blocks glycerol fluxes through
AQPs 3, 7, and 9. Thus, the authors propose that this novel pH
switch allows AQP10 to mediate glycerol fluxes at low pHi—
induced by lipolysis—where other aquaglyceroporins would fail.
However, the AQP10-mediated glycerol fluxes would become
physiologically significant only at extremely low pHi (∼5.5),
far lower than the values observed in adipocytes undergoing
lipolysis. Furthermore, for three reasons, one would expect
the lipolysis-induced decreases in pHi to be self-limited: (a)
adipocytes export FAs via FATPs (Gimeno, 2007), minimizing
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FA deprotonation inside the adipocyte; (b) adipocytes possess
potent pHi-regulatory systems (Gabrielsson et al., 2000; Chen and
Mackintosh, 2009); and (c) because hormone-sensitive lipase has
a pH maximum around pH 7.0 (Hollenberg et al., 1970), lipolysis-
induced decreases in pHi would tend to put a brake on lipolysis.

Gas Permeability
Certain AQPs can conduct CO2 (Cooper and Boron, 1998;
Nakhoul et al., 1998; Musa-Aziz et al., 2009; Itel et al., 2012;
Geyer et al., 2013; Tsiavaliaris et al., 2015) or NH3 (Litman et al.,
2009; Musa-Aziz et al., 2009; Geyer et al., 2013). AQP1 conducts
both, and MD simulations suggest that CO2 could move through
AQP1 via the relatively hydrophilic monomeric pores, as well
as the hydrophobic central pore (Wang et al., 2007). Although
mammalian aquaglyceroporins 3, 7 and 9 conduct NH3, only
AQP9 conducts CO2 (Geyer et al., 2013). Lack of CO2 conduction
through the AQP7 monomeric pores could reflect throttling by
glycerol, derived from cellular metabolism.

CONCLUSION

Our crystal structure, MD simulations, and physiological studies
show that, in living cells, AQP7 is both a better H2O channel and
a better glycerol facilitator than GlpF. These properties are likely
related to the much greater conformational flexibility of AQP7,
rare but persistent conformational transitions of GlpF-W48 that
block both glycerol and H2O movements, and more effective
throttling of H2O by resident glycerol in GlpF. In contrast, the
rapid conformational shifts of the analogous AQP7-F74 could be
a novel form of glycerol gating.
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